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ABSTRACT  

In this study, thermal performance of different pitched roofs with elevated ceiling configuration 

is analyzed and compared. Three different ceiling shapes, viz., cathedral, barrel-vault and A-

frame, at the same pitch angle and ceiling material, under winter heating are examined 

numerically by solving the steady-state air and heat flow problems simultaneously. In all the 

roofs, the airflow fields show counter-rotating recirculating cells. The multicellular flow field 

promotes uniform temperature distribution within the enclosures. Heat loss to the attic from the 

space below increases with the closeness of the hot ceiling to the cold inclined walls. In the A-

frame roof, there is uniform convective heat transfer. But in the cathedral and barrel-vault roofs, 

near the bottom corners, conductive heat exchange predominates. In all, the thermal 

performance of the barrel-vault is least while that of the cathedral is best. This observation is 

useful on the application of insulation when using such ceiling shapes.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a building envelope with pitched roof, the attic is often represented by a triangular shape 

with the inclined walls exposed to solar radiation or snow deposit. The ceiling wall separates 

the attic space from the occupied space below it. The aerodynamics and thermal loads acting 

on a ceiling wall vary during the day or night time and during winter or summer season due to 

the periodic changes in ambient temperatures. These affect the thermal performance of building 

roofs (Al-Sanea, 2002). In air-conditioning of buildings during winter, to achieve acceptable 

indoor comfort conditions requires reducing heat losses. In practice, a number of methods are 

commonly adopted to enhance the thermal performance of building envelopes. These include 

reducing heat loss to the rooftop by increasing insulation and reducing heat loss through higher 

thermal mass walls. 

Studies on thermal performance of building attics have generated a lot of interests over the 

years owing to its importance in building engineering. Yilmaz (2007) evaluated various energy 

efficient design strategies to compare thermal performance of buildings for different climatic 

zones.  Alencastro et al. (2018) examined the relationship between quality defects and the 

thermal performance of buildings. Elnokaly et al. (2019) performed parametric investigation of 

the thermal performance of vaulted roofs exposed to hot-arid climates. Rooftops of pitched 

roofs are often modelled as two-dimensional triangular cross-section. Heat transfer in such 

enclosures under summer and winter boundary conditions have been investigated using control 

parameters such as changes in pitch angle, Rayleigh number and aspect ratio (Koca et al., 2007; 

Oztop et al., 2007; Varol et al., 2007a, 2007b, Koca et al., 2008, Oztop et al., 2012). Comparing 

a case of uniform heating within a triangular enclosure to that of non-uniform heating, Kent 

(2009a, 2009b) observed that the base angle of a symmetrical triangular roof has a drastic 

influence on the flow field and isotherms. Kamiyo et al. (2010) reviewed previous studies on 

natural convection in triangular enclosures depicting pitched rooftops and concludes its 

dependence on enclosure geometry, orientation, and thermal boundary conditions. 

Zhai et al. (2018) numerically investigated sectioned triangular roof and demonstrated that there 

exist different regimes of transient natural convection on the roof. Cui et al. (2019) considered 

the effect of varying the aspect ratio of another sectioned triangular roof to predict the natural 

convective heat transfer within it under unsteady condition.  Raj et al. (2018) performed an 

experimental study of natural convection inside a vented triangular roof when combined with 

surface radiation. Recently, analysis of the flow and thermal fields in raised-ceiling and M-

shaped roofs heated from the base wall is carried out by Kamiyo (2020; 2021). 
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In modern times, ceiling shapes are constructed with architectural aesthetics as the main goal. 

Therefore, different shapes are developed indiscriminately without considering their effect on 

the thermal performance of the roof. This study focuses on the effect of ceiling shape on the 

thermal performance of selected three with special features among the universally-used pitch-

roof shapes. The ceiling shapes selected are commonly referred to as Cathedral, A-frame and 

Barrel-vault. The ceiling in each case is made of poly vinyl chloride (PVC) – a synthetic 

polymer of plastic. Same design parameters are employed for the sake of comparison under the 

same winter condition.  

2. METHODOLOGY 

The roof geometries investigated are shown in Fig. 1(a-c). The roof is modelled as a long, 

horizontal, air-filled attic of isosceles triangular cross-section with the base wall, representing 

the ceiling having different shapes. For the cathedral roof, Fig. 1(a), the ceiling follows the 

profile of the rooftop but it’s pitched at an angle α (= ½β) which depends on the roof 

architecture. In Fig. 1(b), the ceiling of the A-frame roof also follows the profile of the rooftop 

with a gap of 0.125H between them. Barrel-vault roof, on the other hand, has a curved ceiling 

with height to width ratio of 0.128. Based on the geometry of the roofs, the flow field and heat 

transfer can be regarded as being two-dimensional (Penot and N’Dame, 1992).  

 
(a) Cathedral roof 

 
(b) A-frame roof 

 
(c) Barrel-vault roof 

Fig. 1. Physical models of the roofs. 
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Using the following dimensionless parameters,  
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the non-dimensional forms of the governing equations, with Boussinesq approximation 

(Ridouane et al., 2005), are expressed as: 

Conservation of Mass: 
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Conservation of Momentum: 
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V-momentum 
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Conservation of Energy 
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In reality, the roof size and environmental thermal conditions vary. Therefore, physical 

dimensions and the boundary conditions of the computational domain are normalized. 

Aspect ratio, Tan β = 2H/W where W = 1. In many cases, in reality, angle β varies. But in this 

study, 18° is chosen for angle β in each of the three ceiling shapes considered.  

The boundary conditions for the computational domains are:  

Temperature: 

Isothermal hot ceiling:  θ = 1. 

Isothermal cold inclined walls:  θ = 0. 

Velocity: 
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Along the walls, no slip condition applies: U = V = 0 

As a result of traditional hearth method of heating in winter, warm air accumulating at the 

ceiling level heats it to slightly above the room temperature. The upper walls are taken to be 

covered with snow. The attic is filled with dry air (Pr = 0.71), regarded as a viscous, 

incompressible, Newtonian fluid, with no internal heat generation. The Rayleigh number for 

the geometry and boundary conditions results in 7.88 x 107. 

 

Fig. 2. Mesh for the Cathedral roof. 

Unstructured tetrahedral mesh with multiples of fine elements was generated for each of the 

roofs. Fig. 2 shows the mesh generated for the cathedral roof. To test for grid independence and 

hence the accuracy of the numerical scheme, a number of simulations with varying number of 

elements for each roof were conducted. The result of the maximum relative velocity, Umax, was 

compared with the number of elements as shown in Table 2 for the cathedral roof 

        Table 2. Grid independence test for the Cathedral roof. 

Number of elements 13,075 42,869 51,758 

maxU 0.1405 0.1357 0.1351 

 

CFD package, ANSYS FLUENT, was used to solve the coupled partial differential equations 

(1) to (4) that describe the steady, laminar natural convective heat and fluid flow in the 

enclosures. As available in the software, spatial discretization of the momentum and energy 

equations was done with a QUICK scheme. SIMPLE algorithm was adopted to resolve the 

coupling between pressure and velocity. The equations were solved iteratively. The 

convergence target used for the continuity equation was 10-5 and 10-7 was set as target for the 

momentum and energy equations. Reliance on the effectiveness of ANSYS FLUENT package 

to adequately simulate the current natural convection in enclosures problem is based, among 

other publications, on the excellent agreement obtained with the experiment performed by 

Yesiloz and Aydin (2013) for laminar natural convection in a right-angled triangular enclosure 

heated from below within the range 103 ≤ Ra ≤ 107 and the numerical results obtained using 

ANSYS FLUENT for the same configuration. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The flow fields in the roofs are analyzed using the results of the streamlines, the relative velocity 

and the pressure contour plots, and the graphical plots of the values of the relative velocity at 

the vertical midsection of each roof. The thermal fields are presented using the temperature 

contour plots and the graphical plots of the temperature variation at the vertical midsection of 

the roofs. The variation of the local Nusselt number along the hot ceiling and cold inclined 

walls and the mean Nusselt number for the base ceiling of each roof are collectively used to 

analyze the thermal performance of the roofs. 

3.1 Flowfield  

In Fig. 3, airflow streamlines within the roofs indicate multicellular flows similar to the classical 

Rayleigh-Bernard convection. The formation of the cells is as a result of hot, rarefied fluid 

rising from the hot ceiling towards the upper cold inclined walls in form of plumes. As a plume 

strike the upper wall, it bifurcates in either direction; losing its heat content in the process. Each 

part then flows down in form of a cold jet back to the ceiling where it is reheated to repeat the 

cycle. As a result, counter-rotating, recirculating cells of different speeds of rotation are formed 

across the roof. The roof pitch and the length of the upper walls being the same, the shape of 

the ceiling is found to strongly influence the size and number of cells formed in each roof. The 

A-Frame roof has twenty-five cells of averagely uniform size and rotational speed. But in the 

Cathedral roof, there are fourteen cells of varying sizes with different speed of rotation. Barrel-

vault roof has twelve cells of varying sizes and speed. This consequently control the utilization 

of the attic space especially when filled with moist air. 

 
 Cathedral 

 
(b)  A-Frame 

 
       (c)  Barrel-vault 

Fig. 3. Airflow streamlines within the roofs. 
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The distribution of the air velocity within the roofs is presented in Fig. 4. Velocity is high at the 

outer circumference of a cell specifically where counter-rotating cells rub on each other and as 

they flow along the walls. As in a vortex, the rotating velocity of a cell reduces from the outer 

circumference towards its core. This is typically the case in the A frame roof where the speed 

of rotation of a vortex is generally uniform. For the cells in the cathedral and barrel-vault roofs, 

the circumferential velocity reduces with the size of the cell; from the large cells at the 

midsection to the bottom corners. Close to the bottom corners, there is virtually no movement 

of air because conduction dominates there. This stagnant area is smallest in the A-frame roof 

and largest in the barrel-vault roof. 

 

Cathedral 

 

  A-Frame 

 

Barrel-vault 

Fig. 4. Air velocity distribution within the roofs. 

 

Fig. 5. Air velocity variation along vertical midsections of the roofs. 
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The midsection of a roof is of interest because of the large space available for storage of 

sometimes sensitive materials. It is therefore necessary to know the state of moist air movement 

within the area. The variation of the dimensionless air velocity, U, along the vertical midsection 

of each roof is shown in Fig. 5. The cross-sectional line goes across the diameter of the largest 

cell at the midsection of the cathedral roof. Velocity reduces from 0.34 at the outer 

circumferences to 0.05 at the centre of the cell. Aerodynamic boundary layers of 0.055Y thick 

form at the lower and upper walls. In the A-frame and barrel-vault roofs, the midsection 

coincides with the path of a plume. In both cases, with the strong push of the buoyant force, the 

velocity increases as hot air rises from the ceiling to a peak midway. It reduces towards the 

upper wall as the plume loses strength while struggling through heavy cold air. 

 

3.2   Pressure distribution 

 

(a) Cathedral 

 

(b)  A-Frame 

 

(c)  Barrel-vault 

Fig. 6. Air pressure distribution within the roofs. 

Pressure distribution of air within each roof is shown in Fig. 6 in form of contour plots. In 

contrast to the air velocity distribution, air pressure is relatively high at the bottom corners 

where air movement is suppressed by the closeness of the walls while it is very low at the 

midsection where there is enough room for convection. The upper vertex is particularly noted 

to be the lowest pressure area. Knowledge of the variation of pressure within the roofs is 
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important so as to guide the building owners on the placement of the vent openings and items 

sensitive to pressure variation. 

3.3 Temperature distribution 

 

Cathedral 

 

A-Frame 

 

Barrel-vault 

Fig. 7. Temperature distribution within the roofs. 

As air along the ceiling is heated, hot air rises under the buoyant force towards the inclined wall 

in form of plumes. On hitting an upper wall, a plume splits in either direction. As it flows 

downwards the inclined wall, it loses its heat content and becomes heavier. Under gravity, it 

detaches in form of a cold jet toward the base wall where it is reheated to repeat the process. As 

shown in Fig. 7, a cell is formed in between a thermal plume and a cold jet. Therefore, the 

arrangement of the plumes and jets coordinates with the cell structure in Fig. 3. The same 

thermal field pattern is observed in all the roofs. However, while there are thirteen plumes in 

the A-frame roof, there are only ten in the cathedral and barrel-vault roofs. The high number of 

cells in the A-frame roof encourages more uniform temperature across it. 
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Fig. 8. Temperature variation along vertical midsections of the roofs.  

The variation of air temperature along vertical cross-sectional lines at the midsections of the 

roofs is presented in Fig. 8. The line passes through the largest cell at the middle of the cathedral 

roof to show thermal boundary layer enclosing a quasi-isothermal core. In the A-frame and 

barrel-vault roofs, the line shows the variation of temperature along a plume rising from the hot 

ceiling to hit the upper vertex. The plot indicates that the midsection of the A-frame roof 

remains comparatively hotter than in other roofs. In the cathedral and barrel-vault roofs, 

temperature at the core of the cell is somewhat stable at the mean of the boundary temperatures. 

3.4   Heat Transfer 

The thermal performance of a roof indicates its ability to minimize the inflow of heat through 

the bounding walls. The pattern of heat transfer to and from the walls of the three roofs is 

illustrated in Fig. 9 by the spatial plots of the variation of the local Nusselt number along the 

hot base ceiling and the cold inclined walls for each of the roofs. The crest corresponds to a 

location where a hot plume rising from the base wall hits a cold inclined wall and a cold jet 

drops on the hot ceiling thereby maximizing heat exchange. The trough indicates the point at 

which a hot plume and a cold jet detach from the hot ceiling and a cold inclined wall 

respectively; indicating a near-zero thermal gradient condition. In major part of the length of 

the walls, the crest and trough variation is sequential; in synchronous with the formation of the 

plumes and jets in Fig. 7. The gap between a trough or crest on the ceiling and another on the 

upper wall forms the width of a cell. The heat exchange is relatively more uniform in the A-

frame roof than in the other roofs. The nearer the hot and cold walls are to each other, the higher 

the heat transfer. In the case being considered in this study, the heat loss to the attic through the 

ceiling is least in the cathedral roof and highest in the barrel-vault roof. 
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Cathedral 

 

A-frame 

 

Barrel-vault 

Fig. 9. Local Nusselt number variation along the hot ceiling and cold inclined walls for each 

enclosure. 

Fig. 10 shows the mean Nusselt number which defines the overall heat loss through the hot 

ceiling into the attic of each roof. As shown in the figure, the mean Nusselt number is highest 

when the Barrel-vault shape is used for the ceiling while it is least when the cathedral shape is 
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used. This implies that the cathedral ceiling shape would minimize heat loss to the attic 

compared to the other ceiling shapes. Therefore, the cathedral roof has the best thermal 

performance. 

 

Fig. 10. Mean Nusselt number for the hot ceiling of the roofs. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A study on the effect of ceiling shape on the thermal performance of pitch roofs under winter 

condition has been investigated numerically. Three different ceiling shapes with special 

features, viz., cathedral, barrel-vault and A-frame, at the same 180 pitch angle and ceiling 

material are considered. The results obtained show that, in all roofs, multicellular flow fields 

are observed with the A-frame roof having the highest number of counter-rotating cells. The 

rotating speed of the cell is uniformly high across the A-frame roof but reduces from the 

midsection to the bottom corners in the roofs with cathedral and barrel-vault ceilings. The high 

number of recirculating cells across the roofs encourages uniform temperature distribution 

within the attics. Pressure is highest near the bottom corners and lowest around the upper vertex. 

While heat transfer along the ceiling is uniform in the A-frame roof, it is low at the midsection 

and high near the bottom corners of the cathedral and barrel-vault roofs. The mean Nusselt 

number is highest when the barrel-vault ceiling is used and lowest for the cathedral ceiling. 

Hence, the cathedral roof has the best thermal performance. The results also show generally 

that the A-frame roof with uniform heat and flow field require uniform insulation thickness 

along the ceiling to control heat exchange between the attic and the space below it. On the other 

hand, for the cathedral and the barrel-vault roofs, insulation thickness should increase gradually 

from the midsection to the bottom corners. 
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